4. All floats are to be decorated in the theme of your choice. According to regulations provided by
the City of Lake Charles Fire Marshal, you must have two (2) exit ladders for the float and t
least one (1) fire extinguisher. Generators must be properly ventilated and no extension cords
may cross over decorations. Ladders must fit the float size.
5. All participants must be costumed and provide their own pre-approved throws.
6. DO NOT throw anything in the line up area - wait until the float crosses the starting line.
7. The only things that can be thrown from the floats are beads, cups, doubloons, candy and small
toys. Trash, water, glass, silly string and all alcoholic beverages, including jello shots, are
not permitted to be thrown. If your krewe / group is caught throwing any type of alcohol
you will be fined and suspended for one year. Also not allowed - glass containers, guns, water
guns, fireworks, underwear or signs that say "show me" various body parts.
8. All throws must be thrown to the back of the crowd for safety.
9. No showing various body parts from the floats. You will be prosecuted.
l 0. Once the parade has started, DO NOT STOP unless it's an emergency.
11. Once the parade has started all participants must remain on the float, no getting on and off.
12. Drivers are not allowed to throw from their windows.
13. All floats must stay off the parade route until parade time. (Line up only).
14. Once the parade has crossed the intersection of Ryan St. and Sale Rd., all throwing MUST
STOP and music must be turned OFF. Anything thrown from a float once the float has crossed
this intersection is considered littering. You and or your krewe will be fined for littering in
accordance with the laws of the State of Louisiana and the City of Lake Charles.
15. All parades organized by Mardi Gras of Southwest Louisiana begin and end at the Civic Center
(this includes when your float returns). Parades are under the strict direction of the Parade
Chairman, Rebecca Moss and her assigned committee. Fines, and/ or suspensions will be
enforced for violations to these rules. Parade ends when you return to your starting point or
when you leave South from the parades finish line. (Ryan @ Sale)
16. No DJ trucks, trailers, carts etc. will be allowed in line up area. The only vehicles allowed in line
up area are floats and vehicles pulling the float. Do not pull in to line up area until the vehicle
pulling float is hooked to it. DO NOT UNHOOK in line up area. Breaking barricades and or
driving over grass areas to get into line up area will result in fines and or suspensions. This is for
your safety and all participants involved. DO NOT STOP ON PARADE ROUTE. You may not
offload any where on the route.
l 7. Any conduct considered unbecoming to MGSW will be treated the same as a violation to our
rules and regulations and will be handled accordingly. 18 .
NO VULGAR OR EXPLICIT MUSIC ALLOWED

Failure of any parade participant to follow these rules and regulations will result in that krewe,
individual or organization being fined a minimum of$350.00 and or suspended from future
events not limited to parades.
Acknowledgement of rules: ___int.

Method of payment______ (MGSW only)

